
Weight: 2.75 lbs. Box Dimensions: 12.75” x 6.5” x 3.625” UPC: 78331970170
Product Data

Four RCA video inputs with individual triggers built-in for      
each source including Left and Right blindspot cameras

Quick-Touch Front/AUX camera view with auto-off after 
20 seconds * 

Manual mirror dimming for nighttime driving
Adjustable parking grid lines via supplied remote control
* Exclusive Rostra feature

4.3” TFT LCD display with auto-dimming LCD panel
16:9 Aspect Ratio
480 x 272 Resolution
1000 Cd/m2 LCD Brightness (with user adjustable dimming)
NTSC/PAL/AUTO Video compatibility
12V DC Power supply / 3.6W (working)
9-foot Video cable for easier connectivity

info@rostra.com
800-782-3379
www.rostra.com

250-8243 4.3” LCD Mirror with 4-Video Inputs & Manual Dimming
Part Number: 250-8243 Warranty: 3 year / 36,000 Mile Warranty
Availability: October 15, 2016 Applications: Multiple / Universal

Rostra Precision Controls, Inc. | Phone: (800) 782-3379 | Fax: (910) 276-1354 | 2519 Dana Dr. | Laurinburg, NC 28352

Product Photos

Rostra Precision Controls is pleased to announce an outstanding addition to our RearSight LCD mirror line. 
Part number 250-8243 features triggers to process up to four video sources (reverse, front, left & right blindspot 
cameras, for example) on its 4.3” LCD display. The 250-8243 mirror also includes the convenient Rostra Quick-
Touch button to instantly trigger a front or other auxilliary camera and parking gridlines adjustable via remote. 

ISO 9001 - TS 16949

Manual Dimming Tab
Rotate tab upwards to reduce headlight glare

Product Specifications

Standard lug mount and 
Hyundai/Kia adapter included



The 250-8243 4.3” LCD screen is designed to individually display Left and Right blindspot camera images 
which may be triggered automatically by the vehicle’s turn signal switch.  Rostra engineered this processing 
capability into the unit, eliminating the added cost and extra hassle of installing external relays.
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Team the 250-8423 with Rostra’s new 
250-8160-BSC BlindSpot Cameras.

250-8243 4.3” Mirror Features
Multi-Function Power Button
When the mirror is ON, the Rostra Quick-Touch power button controls functions depending on how its pressed. 

When the vehicle is in reverse, quickly pressing the power button will 
manually increase the overall brightness of the built-in LCD screen.  
Once maximum brightness has been reached, the brightness will reset.

When not in reverse, pressing the power button for two seconds displays 
video from an auxilliary cam such as Rostra’s forward-facing 250-8104, 
or a cargo area or trailer-mounted unit for 20 seconds before timing out.
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Parking Grid Lines and Remote Control
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On-screen parking assistance grid lines aid drivers when 
maneuvering the vehicle in reverse by helping to provide 
an estimated distance to any objects in view of the 
backup camera using color-coded zones.
The remote control included with the 250-8243 mirror 
allows installers and vehicle owners to make vehicle-
specific adjustments including turning grid lines on or off 
as well as aligning the grid lines on-screen for increased 
parking accuracy.
Auto-Dimming LCD Screen
An integral photo sensor automatically dims the LCD screen in low light conditions to ease strain on the driver’s 
eyes while increasing illumination of the LCD during the day to make the screen easier to see in daylight.

DayNight

Side-view / Blindspot Video Display


